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1. ABSTRACT

The development of the^cqmmon French-German safety approach started in
1992 after a preparatory phase of about 2 years. It was accomplished on
three working levels: the tecmjcal safety organisations GRS (Gesellschaft
fur Anlagen- und Reaktor-sicherKeit) and IPSN (Institut de Protection et de
Surete Nucleaire) developed the\technical basis, advisory groups GPR
(Groupe Permanent charg§ des\ Reacteurs Nucleates) and RSK
(Reaktorsicherheitskommission) devefosped com -mon recommendations,
and the authorities BMU (Bundesministerium fur Naturschutz, Umwelt und
Reaktorsicherheit) and DSIN (Direction \ e la Surete des Installations
Nucleates) issued the common safety apprc

The general common safety approach issued in May 1993 contains safety
objectives, general principles and already some technical principles.



Important objectives/are to reduce the^annual probability of core melt, to
"exclude'Narge early releases and to rmtioate/tdw pressure core melt
sequences sbvfnat the associated maximum>ranceivable release would
necessitate pnlyyery limited protective measuresih^ area and in time.

Based on this general safety approach, raepe detailed recommendations
have been developed in 1994 on key issues such as:

- system design and use of PSA
- integrity of the primary circuit
- external hazards
- severe accidents and containment design
- radiological consequences of reference accidents and low pressure core

melt accidents

A selection of the detailed recommendations is presented in the full paper.
These recom mondotions aro- applicable to the EPR projeet for which the
baoic dooign is now underway.

2. FIRST DEVELOPMENT OF THE FRENCH-GERMAN SAFETY
APPROACH (1993)

The first phase of the cooperation was characterized by mutual
understanding of the national safety philosophy and concept. This was a
basic prerequisite for an efficient cooperation oriented towards the future.
Acquired knowledge on the situation of the partner country did not only
include technical aspects, but also the procedures applied in the safety
evaluation during a licensing process. These procedures partly differ from
each other in both countries.

The next step of the work of GRS and IPSN was the development of a
proposal for a common safety approach. This proposal was the basis for the
"GPR/RSK Proposal for a Common Safety Approach for Future Pressurized
Water Reactors", which had been accepted by the French-German
Directorate (DFD) of BMU and DSIN in June 1993 and published in the two
countries. In the following reference is made to this proposal by the
expression "Common Safety Approach".



This Common Safety Approach contains general safety objectives and
technical principles for their realization. They are considered to be an
important basis for the future work and a guidance for the designer of the
European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR).

The common opinion of the French and German experts is that the
significant improvement searched for can actually be obtained in the
"evolutionary" way, if due consideration is given to the lessons learned from
operating experience and from PSA, as well as to the results of research in
particular on severe accidents.

Three important general safety objectives of the Common Safety Approach
are:

I. A further reduction of the core melt frequency

II. The "practical elimination" of accident situations which could lead to large
early releases of radioactive material. If those situations cannot be
considered as physically impossible, provisions have to be taken to
"design them out".

III. For low pressure core melt scenarios the design has to be such that the
asso-ciated maximum conceivable releases would necessitate only very
limited protective measures in area and time (no permanent relocation,
no need for emergency evacuation outside the immediate vicinity of the
plant, limited sheltering, no long term restrictions in consumption of food).

Objectives I and II are a continuation of the present safety concept. The
third objective characterizes the development of a safety philosophy in the
sense of an extension of "defence-in-depth" principles by adding an
additional level above that of the current design basis accidents. The
technical principles derived from this safety objective ask for new technical
solutions which go beyond those which are presently implemented for risk
reduction (accident management measures).

In addition to the general safety objectives the Common Safety Approach
also contains important safety principles which essentially support an
"evolutionary" development. A few are mentioned here:



- Enhancement of the "defence-in-depth" principle (multi-barrier principle,
several levels of protection)

- Deterministic design basis, supplemented by use of probabilistic methods
- Use of experience feedback from plant operation and from safety

research.

The Common Safety Approach goes into more detail by treating technical
principles derived from the general safety objectives. Details can be taken
from the Common Safety Approach IM.

This Approach has been used by the industry as an orientation for the
development of the EPR design concept. Within an iterative process the
further development of common French-German recommendations of 1994
have made reference to this EPR safety concept, especially with respect to
completeness and feasibility of the new recommendations.

3. FURTHER GPR/RSK RECOMMENDATIONS IN 1994

The next logical step in the further development of the common safety
approach was a deepening in the sense of further concretisation with a
higher degree of detail.

The adopted procedure was the same as before: drafting of common IPSN-
GRS reports on the selected topics, joint GPR/RSK recommen-dations
followed by DFD positions on these topics. The following items had been
selected for this step:

- System Design and Use of PSA
- Integrity of the Primary Circuit
- External Hazards
- Severe Accidents and Containment Design
- Radiological Consequences of Reference Accidents and Low Pressure

Core Melt Accidents

The main part of this paper is a presentation of some of the GRS/IPSN
findings and the resulting GPR/RSK recommendations with regard to these
items.



3.1 SYSTEM DESIGN AND USE OF PROBABILISTIC APPROACHES

The Common French-German Safety Approach of 1993 already mentions
that, to reinforce the defence-in-depth of future plants, their design should
be made on deterministic bases, supplemented by the use of probabilistic
methods, considering the results of operating experience and of in-depth
studies like probabilistic safety assessments conducted for pressurized
water reactors.

The objective concerning the reduction of the reactor core melt probability
implies adopting a safety systems approach combining redundancy (i. e.
several identical systems to perform the same function) and diversity
(providing different systems to perform the same function). It has, however,
to be underlined that the unavailability of a redundant safety system
consisting of iden-tical trains probably cannot be demonstrated to be less
than 10~4 per demand because of uncertainties due to potential common
cause failures. Due consideration has to be paid to the support systems
when assessing the benefits from diversified systems or equipment.

Probabilistic objectives can be used as guidance in order to determine the
most suitable combination of redundancy and diversity for the safety
systems. The Common Safety Approach indicates that a target value for the
core melt frequency of 1(H* per year could be used for internal events (both
power states and shutdown states) with due consideration of the associated
uncertainties.

A probabilistic safety assessment must be carried out from the design stage
to support the choice of design options. Particular attention has to be paid
to the possibilities of multiple failures stemming from a single cause and
human error possibilities. The use of validated data is also essential, not
only for systems, but also for human interventions, including diagnosis and
maintenance.

The "preclusion" of event sequences with a potential of early containment
failure is a matter of judgement and each type of accident has to be
assessed separately. GPR/RSK underline that, due to the limited knowledge
on some physical phenomena and due to the large variety of these types of



accidents, their "elimination" cannot be demonstrated by the compliance
with a general probabilistic "cut-off" value.

In particular, the "preclusion" of high pressure core melt accidents implies a
high level of reliability of the following systems and functions:

- secondary heat removal (including, as appropriate, independent start-up
and shutdown systems, increased water reserve in each steam
generator, secondary bleed and feed),

- primary circuit overpressurization protec-tion and depressurization
system (the use of specific valves to transfer high pres-sure core melt to
low pressure core melt sequences should be investigated),

- shutdown systems (sufficient diversification of components of the reactor
scram system and provisions to ensure a boration function to reach a
safe state in the case of anticipated transients without scram),

- residual heat removal function (an adequate reliability could be achieved
through the implementation of a residual heat removal system with two
trains inside the reactor containment building, backed up by the low head
safety injection system),

- electrical power supplies (due to common mode failure possibilities, the
designer has to investigate the use of specific power sources for functions
such as ultimate decay heat removal, maintaining primary pump seals
leak tightness or instrumentation required to bring and keep the reactor in
a safe shutdown).

Additional accident sequences which have to be "eliminated" by adequate
system design provisions are inadvertent boron dilution accidents of such
an extent that core damage might occur, in particular during shutdown
states, and core melt accident sequences involving containment bypassing
(via steam generator tubes or systems connecting the primary coolant
system with areas outside the containment).

3.2 "BREAK PRECLUSION" APPROACH

With this approach it becomes unnecessary to deal with some
consequences of a double-ended guillotine break of a main primary pipe,
due to the low probability of its occurrence, considering the precautions
taken for design, manufacture and in-service surveillance of these pipes.



However, the safety injection system and the reactor containment building
are still sized to cover the occurrence of such a rupture (to provide extra
margin in the design).

This approach, already adopted in Germany, essentially allows to reduce
the number of whip restraint devices as compared with the current French
practice. This evolution was deemed acceptable for the French side,
considering operating experience and international practice on the one
hand and the extensive improvements of the containment function for future
nuclear power plants on the other hand. However, GPR/RSK underline that
the use of a "break preclusion" concept implies provisions for efficient
primary leak detection and thorough in-service inspection.

Proposals in this respect are required from the designer.

On the German side, a modification to its own practice was also admitted:
on the basis of defence-in-depth considerations, the German side accepted
to include the combination of a safe shutdown earthquake and a primary
break in the design basis for some structures and equipment, in conformity
with the current French practice.

Under these conditions, GPR/RSK admit that the loads to be considered for
the design of the internal structures in the reactor vessel and of the
structures in the containment building could be limited to those resulting
from a break equivalent to the complete guillotine rupture of the largest pipe
connected to a main coolant line (surge line).

3.3 PROTECTION AGAINST "EXTERNAL HAZARDS"

With regard to earthquakes, the position adopted by GPR/RSK is that the
basic design of future nuclear power plants can be based on a safe
shutdown earthquake characterized by the response spectrum of the NRC
regulatory guide 1.60, scaled to a 0.25 g null period ground level
acceleration. This spectrum should actually cover the real response spectra
for most French and German sites. Of course, this will have to be confirmed
for each site selected, in the context of the licensing procedure.



Moreover, due to some differences between the US and European
seismotectonic features, it would be advisable to define standard response
spectra more adapted to European conditions.

Concerning explosions, GPR/RSK recom-mend to take into account, for
the design of future plants as a standard load-time function, a steep front
triangular pressure wave with a maximum overpressure of 100 mbar and a
duration of 300 msec. That is to say, the load-time function at the building
walls, taking into account possible reflections from building waffs and
roofs.will result in a maximum overpressure at plane walls of about 200
mbar.

Before any decision about the construction of a plant on a specific site is
made, the applicant has to prove that the standard protection relative to
explosions is adequate, taking into account the actual and planned
industrial development near the site. Otherwise administrative measures
must be taken or additional protection has to be provided.

With regard to protection against aircraft crashes, it proved difficult to find
a common approach due to the very different present practices in France
and Germany. In-depth technical discussions were necessary, taking into
account that relevant parameters have changed in the past and will change
in the future. One example is the significant reduction of the number of
military aircraft movements in Germany after the political changes in
Eastern Europe and the German reunification.

There was an early agreement that the design has to be made on the basis
of reference load-time functions which also include impact of military
aircrafts. The detailed discussions resulted in a common GPR/RSK recom-
mendation with two load-time functions. The safety functions to be ensured
were fully defined (reactor shut-down and prevention of core melt, no de-
watering of spent fuel in the pool), and the methods to be used to calculate
the various aircraft crash effects (perforation, vibration) were precisely
specified.



3.4 SEVERE ACCIDENTS AND CONTAIN-MENT DESIGN

This is a key issue in developing the French-German approach with regard
to future nuclear power plants, given the objectives adopted for accidents
involving core melt. The phenomena which can lead to a failure of the
containment were carefully examined and gave rise to common GPR/RSK
recommendations which have to be taken into consideration by the
designer.

Some of the issues of particular importance for the basic design are
presented here:

With respect to hydrogen risks, the posi-tion adopted by GPR/RSK is that
the design must cope with a hydrogen production corresponding to the
complete reaction of the fuel clad zirconium with water. However, it can be
assumed that this amount of hydrogen is not instantaneously generated and
released into the reactor building, but as a function of time to be estimated
for representative core melt accident sequences.

Catalytic recombiners can be used to limit the amount and the time
dependent concen-tration of hydrogen in the reactor building, provided the
efficiency of such equipment is clearly demonstrated under core melt
accident conditions.

The volume of the reactor building and the mitigation means provided must
be such as to prevent any possibility of a global hydrogen detonation. Local
high concentrations of hydrogen must be prevented as far as pos-sible by
the design of the internal structures of the reactor building; when it wiH not
be possible to demonstrate that the hydrogen local concentration remains
below 10 %, specific measures will have to be implemented, such as
"inertization", or reinforced walls.

The adjunction of an internal "liner" seems advisable to GPR/RSK in order
to provide additional margins with respect to containment leak tightness,
especially considering specific phenomena such as fast local deflagration.



As regards molten core cooling, the strategy adopted is to spread the
molten core over a large area before flooding it with water. However,
GPR/RSK underline that the validation of such a strategy would require
extensive research and development work.

A spectrum of various physical phenomena has to be investigated and a
wide range of parameters of the most relevant variables has to be
considered; this also includes thermal-hydraulic conditions in the primary
system, especially the system pressure at the time of pressure vessel
failure.

A particularly important area, which has to be mainly covered by
experiments, is the spreading of molten core material outside the pressure
vessel, considering different scenarios of meltthrough. Both temporary
solidification and crust formation can disturb the spreading and cooling of
the molten core material.

Specific provisions have also to be imple-mented to ensure that the reactor
building basemat would remain leaktight in order to prevent contamination
of soil and ground-waters.

Concerning heat removal from the con-tainment, GPR/RSK emphasize
the fact that this function must be ensured without venting device. In
addition, adequate provisions should be foreseen to obtain a short term
reduction of the containment pressure and radioactive content.

GPR/RSK underline that the designer has to assess the advantages and the
drawbacks of different technical solutions, considering that a containment
heat removal system with a radioactive fluid recirculation outside the
containment requires the consideration of the possible failures of the
corresponding pipes and the associated radiological consequences;
therefore, a leaktight compartment outside the containment would be
necessary for those systems.

Furthermore, the system for ultimate con-tainment heat removal should be
subdivided into at least two trains. As a design requirement, the system
should be capable of maintaining the containment pressure below its design
pressure after a time period to be specified, with the assumption that one
train becomes unavailable.
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The objective of the limitation of radioactive releases implies a
substantial improvement of the containment function, considering the
different possible failures of this function during core melt situations.
GPR/RSK recognize that this objective can be achieved through the use of
a double wall containment concept including an inner wall in prestressed
concrete, an outer wall in reinforced concrete, and the annulus between the
inner and outer walls maintained at a subatmospheric pressure in order to
collect all possible leaks through the inner wall and to fitter them before
release to the environment via the stack.

All possible leak paths from inside the con-tainment building to the
environment have to be controlled so as to ensure a filtered re-lease via the
stack; the designer has to propose specific devices for the collection of
possible leakages associated with the different types of penetrations

The design pressure and temperature of the containment inner wall must be
such as to allow a grace period of at least 12 hours without containment
heat removal and to ensure its integrity and leaktightness even after the
global deflagration of the maximum amount of hydrogen which could be
contained in the containment building in the course of low pressure core
melt accidents. This maximum amount of hydrogen notably depends on
parameters like the characteristics of the core, the time dependent release
of hydrogen into the containment and the efficiency of the catalytic
recombiners.

3.5 RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF LOW PRESSURE CORE
MELT ACCIDENTS

Concerning the radiological consequences of low pressure core melt
accidents, the Common Safety Approach states the objective that "the
associated maximum conceivable release would necessitate only very
limited protection measures in area and in time. This would be expressed by
no permanent relocation, no need for emergency evacuation outside the
immediate vicinity of the plant, limited sheltering, no long term restrictions in
consumption of food. Calculations of potential radiological consequences
shall take into account realistic assumptions and parameters".
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GPR/RSK underline that the radiological consequences of low pressure
core melt accidents have to be calculated for different representative
accident scenarios, defined for a given design.

For the assessment of the results, GPR/RSK consider that the intervention
levels recommended in the ICRP 63 publication (concerning relocation and
evacuation) and the food marketing limits defined by the European Union
can be used as references.

Preliminary calculations indicate that, with a double containment concept, a
leak rate of the containment atmosphere to the annulus of 1 % per day and
no direct leak of the containment atmosphere to the environment, the
computed radiological consequences of an accident involving a medium
size primary break followed by low pressure core melt, are probably
consistent with the objectives stated above, even without using a spray
system. It is underlined that this implies that the molten core remains inside
the reactor building and is cooled properly.

4. LATEST GPR/RSK RECOMMENDATIONS OF 1995

The GPR/RSK recommendations mentioned in the previous chapter have
been agreed upon by the French and German safety authorities and have
been transmitted to the EPR project in January 1995. They are meant to be
a guidance for the designer within the basic design phase which is
underway now.

In the meantime additional items have been treated by GRS and IPSN, in
preparation of GPR/RSK recommendations, which have been issued in
October 1995. The most relevant ones are referring to certain system
design issues in general and to the secondary side overpressure protection
in particular.

4.1 VARIOUS SYSTEM DESIGN ISSUES

The "Common Safety Approach" referred to the safety system design
principles as follows:
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"For each safety system or each safety relevant system, the degree of
redundancy has to be precised at an early stage of the design, considering
the repair case (during normal operation or during shutdown periods). In the
same way, the implementation of the single failure criterion to safety
systems has to be extensively investigated, considering such a failure,
active or passive, from the beginning of operation of the system; especially,
a detailed analysis about passive failures in the short term has to be
produced with justifications of the cases where such a failure would not be
retained".

Upon more detailed discussions, including the consideration of previous
experience and especially system reliabilities and failure probabilities,
agreement has been reached between GPR and RSK on several detailed
technical safety principles. Some of them are mentioned here:

a) for frequent initiating events, the relia-bility requirement on a safety
function is such that two diverse systems might be necessary,

b)for those safety systems required during all reactor states, including
shutdown states, the designer has to combine the single failure criterion
with the scheduled maintenance, taking into account the required
capacity of the corresponding safety function during this maintenance,

c) for the components of safety systems, maximum repair times have to be
precised; for that purpose, probabilistic studies could be used, taking into
account the orientation values already defined for the core melt
probabilities due to internal events with due con-sideration for the
associated uncertain-ties. Maximum repair times must also be consistent
with the "practical elimination" of accident situations which would lead to
large early releases.

Special emphasis is put on the secondary side heat removal and the
associated emergency power supply. It has to be demonstrated with very
high confidence that accident sequences originating from a complete loss of
secondary side heat removal and potentially leading to high pressure core
melt are "practically eliminated".

In view of this principle the new EPR approach
for emergency power (4 Diesel generators + 2 small Diesel generators
connected to two trains of the 4 train emergency feedwater system) will be
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investigated further, especially with respect to common cause failures and
long term grid failures.

4.2 SECONDARY SIDE OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION

There is a need for a careful evaluation of the secondary overpressure
protection function because the designer has proposed a solution with a
valve capacity which is significantly lower than in previous French and
German PWRs. However, the previously higher capacity was not necessary
for safety reasons but in fulfilment of conventional boiler rules. The new
approach takes into account the reactor scram as a pressure reducing
measure.

Some of the most recent GPR/RSK recom-mendations with respect to this
subject are:
GPR/RSK agree that the reactor trip could be taken into account as a
pressure reducing measure, which would allow to reduce the overall
discharge capacity. This approach could be used for the reference incidents
and accidents. GPR/RSK recall that "for each category of plant conditions,
the list of initiating events, the associated assumptions, rules and criteria
have to be precised at an early stage of the design", this applies to the
overpressure protection on the secondary side as well as on the primary
side. GPR/RSK emphasize that anticipated transients without scram have to
be coped with. The designer has to study the most penalizing transient in
this field with respect to pressure increase on the primary side and on the
secondary side, taking into account the durations of the transients, which
depend on the effectiveness of the boration system.

GPR/RSK also stress that the relief and safety valves have to be qualified
for all fluid conditions which could occur during their use.

The necessary discharge capacity has to be estimated in connection with
the reactor trip availability; specific pressure limits have to be fulfilled
depending on the frequencies of the postulated conditions. A global
capacity of 100 % of the steam flow by an adequate combination of steam
relief valves and steam safety valves could be judged necessary.
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Concerning the decay heat removal function, GPR/RSK consider that the
transfer to the primary side residual heat removal system has to be checked
for all plant conditions from transients to incidents and accidents, with due
application of the corresponding rules.

5. FUTURE WORK

The common French German safety approach is being continuously
developed and extended. This is an iterative process linked to the progress
in the EPR design, which presently is in the basic design phase. All
recommendations given so far within the safety approach are considered to
be a guidance for decisions within the basic design.

Several subjects deserve more detailed discussions and recommendations
in the near future. It is planned to cover with priority severe accident
research and development needs, internal hazards, and radiological
protection of workers.
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